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Abstract

The subject of this thesis is the concept of market-oriented programming and
market protocols. We want to solve an allocation problem where some resources
are to be divided among a number of agents. Each agent has a utility function
telling how much the current allocation is worth for it. The goal is to allocate
the resources among the agents in a way that maximizes the sum of the utilities
of all agents. To solve this problem we use the concept of markets to create
mechanisms for computational implementation.

To achieve the advantages of market oriented programming, we have to con-
sider the conceptual view of the problem a main design issue. We want to investi-
gate the possibilities to build computationally effective mechanisms which main-
tain the intuitive, easy-to-understand structure of market-based approaches. In
the first paper we look at two examples from the literature and show that con-
ceptual improvements of the approaches will make agent behavior more realistic.
This will also make the examples fit into a more general theory. In the second
paper we create a market mechanism for handling combinatorial markets. The
mechanism includes an auction, where each iteration runs in polynomial time.
The mechanism shows good performance when the number of resources is rela-
tively small compared to the number of agents.
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Summary

The subject of this thesis is the concept of market-oriented programming and
market protocols. We want to solve an allocation problem where some resources
are to be divided among a number of agents. Each agent has a utility function
telling how much the current allocation is worth for it. The goal is to allo-
cate the resources among the agents in a way that maximizes the sum of the
utilities of all agents. To solve this problem we use the concept of markets to
create mechanisms for computational implementation. There are a number of
advantages of this approach:

• Previously developed theories from mathematical economics can be used
as guidelines for modelling computational solutions to resource allocation
problems.

• Markets and auction mechanisms are easy to understand and based on
everyday experience. In this way, the mechanisms of the algorithm should
be easily explainable to anybody.

• Market approaches enable a natural decomposition of the problem, which
is well suited for distributed environments.

To achieve the advantages above, we have to consider the conceptual view
of the problem a main design issue. We want to investigate the possibilities
to build computationally effective mechanisms which maintain the intuitive,
easy-to-understand structure of market-based approaches. Even though in all
the examples of this thesis the system has full control over agent behavior, it
is therefore important that they act in a realistic way. Furthermore, this is
a necessary condition if we want the methods to be useful in the case where
computational agents can be replaced by humans.

Paper I

In this article two examples of market-based approaches from the literature
are investigated. We argue that even though the authors claim that their ap-
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proaches are market-based, these two examples lack important concepts needed
to achieve all the advantages of market-based programming. The important is-
sue is that the methods need to have realistic agent behavior in order to be based
on everyday experience. We propose conceptual improvements of the models
and show that the improved models fit into a more general theory. The theory
is defined and it is shown that the specific theorems of the examples now can
be stated as more general theorems.

Main points and contributions:

• Since one of the main advantages of market-oriented programming is a
pedagogical one, it is very important that the conceptual considerations
are emphasized.

• In the first example, by Kurose & Simha, we show that introducing the
concept of money makes the agent behavior more realistic. We also point
out that changing from a resource-oriented to a price-oriented mechanism
will have computational advantages.

• For the example of Bertsekas we create variants of the original model
that better correspond to the proposed agent behavior from a conceptual
point of view. Theoretical discussions and a practical implementation
suggest that there could be a trade-off between economic realism and
computational efficiency.

• We present general theory from the literature and enhance the theory
to the case of non-separable utility functions. We then show how the
examples fit into this general theory.

Paper II

This article focuses on combinatorial auctions. In a combinatorial auction the
utility of an agent is dependent on its allocation of all the commodities. These
kinds of dependencies between resources make the problem hard to solve.

We build a market mechanism to handle the case of an iterative, double-sided
combinatorial auction for divisible commodities. Since the problem of deciding
which bids to implement in general is NP-hard, we create a mechanism which
finds an approximate solution in polynomial time. On a very high level the
mechanism could be stated as follows:
1: Given an initial allocation and an initial set of prices.
2: repeat
3: All agents are allowed to put in combinatorial bids.
4: The mechanism selects bids to be implemented.
5: The selected bids give rise to a new allocation and a new set of prices.
6: until no more surplus increment can be found.

To be able to perform step 4 in polynomial time, we allow the bids to be
implemented in part. In this way we can formulate the selection problem as a
linear programming problem to be handled by a commercial lp-solver.
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Main contributions:

• The main principles of the created market protocol are simple and easy
to understand, based on everyday experience.

• Each iteration of the mechanism takes polynomial time.

• The implementation of the mechanism shows good behavior for the tested
instances.
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Abstract. The use of markets has been proposed to a number of re-
source allocation/optimization problems, as such approaches often have
a number of conceptual advantages. However, most examples found in
the literature are rather ad hoc.
In this article we present a general definition of what constitutes a
market-oriented approach to optimization. We demonstrate how this gen-
eral framework can be used to conceptually improve two well-known ap-
proaches from the literature, and discuss computational properties of the
different approaches. We also present some general theory and show that
the theory of the two approaches under investigation are special cases of
this theory.

1 Introduction

The use of markets has been proposed for different resource alloca-
tion/optimization problems. The main arguments found in the literature for
applying market to these types of problems are:

– The numerous similarities between economic systems and distributed com-
puter systems suggest that models and methods previously developed within
the field of mathematical economics can serve as blueprints for engineering
similar mechanisms in distributed computer systems [1].

– Auction algorithms are highly intuitive and easy to understand; they can be
explained in terms of economic competition concepts, which are couched on
everyday experience [2].

– Market approaches enable a natural decomposition, both from a software en-
gineering perspective as well as from a computational perspective [3, Chap-
ter 15], [4].
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– Market approaches are very flexible in that they allow for ongoing addi-
tion and deletion of agents. No global changes are required—merely the
demand/supply relation is altered [3, Chapter 15].

– Markets are informationally efficient in terms of information dimensional-
ity [5], and the abstractions used are the most natural ones for the user [3,
Chapter 15].

– The introduction of trading resources for some sort of money enables eval-
uation of local performance and valuation of resources, so that it becomes
apparent which resources are the most valuable and which agents are using
the most of these [3, Chapter 15].

This article focuses on the presentation of two approaches to optimization
of the literature, based on some market abstractions. Kurose & Simha [1] inves-
tigate a file allocation problem. In this work the agents report their marginal
utility (for having a certain amount of storage) and its derivative to an auction-
eer, which reallocates the resource using a resource-oriented Newton-Raphson
algorithm until an equilibrium has been reached in which the marginal utilities
of all agents are the same. This procedure leads to an optimal allocation and is
reported to be computationally efficient.

The assigning problem of allocating n objects to n users has been investigated
by Bertsekas [2]. Each user has a valuation of each object, and cannot be assigned
more than one object. It is reported that each user can be seen as an economic
agent, and it is shown how an auction (which essentially is an English auction)
results in an equilibrium. The assumed agent behavior is that an agent bids
for the object that is most profitable given the agent’s valuation of the objects
and the current prices. The bidding increment depends on the valuation and the
price of the most preferred object in relation to the valuation and the price of the
second most preferred object. When the equilibrium is reached, the allocation is
no more than a limited term away from being optimal.

Even though the two examples use ideas that are inspired by micro-
economics, they rely on rather unrealistic agent strategies. Therefore we argue
that neither of these approaches can be seen as fully market-oriented. For de-
veloping this argument, we give a general definition of what a market-oriented
approach to optimization is, and show how the approaches under investigation
can be conceptually improved to fit the more general framework. We also present
some general theory (which interestingly also applies to non-separable resource
allocation problems) and show how the rather ad-hoc theory of the examples
constitute special cases of the general theory. Thus, the aim of the paper is to
point out the pedagicical advantages of markets as important. We want to em-
phasize the concepts that support this view even though we show that this migth
result in a loss of computational efficiency.

The article is organized as follows. In Section 2 we shortly describe the basic
properties of market-oriented programming. In Section 3 the two examples of
market-based applications are described in more detail. In Section 4 we generalize
the theory, while Section 5 includes discussion and conclusions.
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2 Market-oriented programming

Wellman [6] has introduced market-oriented programming as a general approach
to deriving solutions to distributed resource allocation problems by a computa-
tional economy. Based on the models introduced by Wellman, we require that,
for an optimization approach to be considered market-oriented, it must at least
fulfill the following basic requirements:

– There must be a well defined market mechanism which includes some no-
tion of prices (which often are expressed in terms of some monetary unit).
The market mechanism is the rules for how the negotiations and trade is
performed among the participating agents and hence tells how certain com-
modities can be traded for certain other commodities.

– There must be some arguments for why the agent strategies are reasonably
realistic, given the market model. That is, from some model of information
available for the different agents and a well-defined model for how they in-
teract (the market mechanism), the strategies must be consistent with the
agents’ attempt to maximize utility, given bounded rationality.

We are used to different market mechanisms from our daily experience. At
least in the industrial countries, fixed price markets are the most frequent. In a
fixed price market, the customer faces preset prices for different commodities and
has only the choice whether to buy or not. This type of markets is however of lim-
ited interest for application to optimization problems. Efficient market-oriented
optimization must generally be based on a dynamic price market mechanism.
In a dynamic price market the agents do not only chose which commodities to
buy/bid for, but also at what prices.

Another important distinction is whether the commodities can be traded for
in discrete or continuous amounts. An example where only discrete amounts
make sense is an auction for flight tickets. Many other markets, however, allow
for continuous amounts to be traded. Examples of such markets are markets for
electricity, bandwidth and pollution rights.

An example of a dynamic price mechanism for discrete amounts is the English
auction. In its most simple form, the auction consists of an object to be sold,
an auctioneer (which keep track of the currently highest/winning bid), and a
number of bidders. The auction may start at some minimum reserve price. A
bidder can place a new bid by bidding at least ε above the currently winning bid.
When no agent wants to make any further bid the auction stops. The objects are
allocated to the agents with the highest bid on that object at the price reported
by the winning bid. This type of market mechanism is very common and can,
not least, be seen at a number of Internet sites.

An example of a dynamic price mechanism for continuous amounts is equi-
librium (or clearing) markets [6]. An equilibrium market establishes a price at
which supply meets demand. Each agent then typically declares a demand/supply
function, telling how much it wants to buy/sell at different prices. The role of
the auctioneer is then to search for the price such that all demand matches all
supply. When the price is found the search terminates and the resources are
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reallocated as described by the bids and the clearing price. This type of markets
is less common, but one example of a market based on these principles is the
main power market in the Nordic countries, NordPool [7].

Below we will illustrate both the use of discrete and continuous market mech-
anisms in the context of optimization problems.

Since we in this paper deal with the modelling of optimization problems
as markets, we assume the designer to have full control of agent strategies.
This means that even unrealistic agent behavior (like in the algorithm by Bert-
sekas [2]) can be considered for computional reasons. However, unrealistic agent
behavior is a main conceptual flaw. For the concept of market-oriented pro-
gramming to achieve the advantage of being easy to understand, the agents’
behavior should be based on everyday experience. This paper will show that the
conceptual gains of making the behavior more realistic can result in a loss in
computional efficiency. We consider the trade-off between these two concepts an
interesting question.

If the model is to be used in systems where the designer does not have control
over agent strategies, then computional properties etc. must be demonstrated
using realistic agent strategies.

However, we make the simplifying assumption that agents do not speculate
about how the behavior of themselves or of other agents will affect the mar-
ket. This is resonable if the market is of sufficient size and/or uncertainty is
sufficienlty large [10, 11].

3 Examples of market-based optimization

3.1 The file allocation problem

Kurose & Simha [1] consider the file allocation problem in a distributed computer
system. One file is fragmented into records so that it can be distributed to
the different computers in a network. The fragmentation is done in a way that
minimizes the communication costs and the average processing delay associated
with a file access.

The system consists of n nodes interconnected through a communication
network. The network is assumed to be fully connected. The processes running
at each of the nodes generate accesses (queries and updates) to the file resource. If
a process generates an access request which can not be satisfied locally, the access
is transmitted to the node in the network that holds the requested information.

Somewhat more formally, the problem can be described as follows. Let xi be
the fraction of the file resource stored at node i. The goal is then to find the
optimal (x1, x2, . . . , xn). The overall expected cost of access to the file system is
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given by (with variable definitions as described in Appendix A)

C =
∑
i∈N

(cost of access to xi)prob(accessing xi)

=
∑
i∈N

(Ci + KTi)xi

=
∑
i∈N

(
Ci +

K

µ− λxi

)
xi.

In order to adapt to microeconomic theory, Kurose & Simha choose the equiva-
lent problem formulation of maximizing the negative of the cost function. Thus,
the utility function U = −C is to be maximized.

Kurose & Simha present two approaches to the problem. The first approach
starts with an arbitrary initial feasible allocation. Each node i computes its
marginal utility, evaluated at the current allocation. Then each node transmits
this value to a central node, which computes the average value. The result is
broadcast back to the individual nodes and the file resources are reallocated.
Nodes with marginal utility below average utility gets a proportional decrease
in file resource, while nodes with marginal utility above average gets an propor-
tional increase. These steps are iterated until the termination condition is met,
i.e. the algorithm terminates then the differences between the marginal utili-
ties of the nodes is below some ε for all pair of nodes. At each reallocation the
algorithm must make sure that no node gets a negative allocation.

Let U ′
i be ∂U(x1, . . . , xn)/∂xi. Furthermore, let A be the set of nodes that

could participate in a reallocation without getting a negative allocation. (For a
description on how the set A is constructed, see Appendix B.) Now, we can state
this algorithm more formally:

1. Initialization. An arbitrary feasible allocation xi, i ∈ N is made.
2. Iteration.

DO - Each node i ∈ N calculates U ′
i evaluated at the current allocation

and sends U ′
i and xi to the designated central agent.

- The central agent computes the change in allocation for each node
by:

∆xi = α
(
U ′

i −
1
|A|

∑
j∈A

U ′
j

)
, ∀i ∈ A (1)

where α is the stepsize parameter. ∀i /∈ A ⇒ ∆xi = 0.
- Each node i ∈ A, sets xi = xi + ∆xi.

UNTIL |U ′
i − U ′

j | < ε,∀i, j ∈ A.

An alternative approach is to let the reallocation depend on the second partial
derivatives. Then equation (1) in the algorithm above is replaced by

∆xi = αki

(
U ′

i −
∑

i∈A kiU
′
i∑

i∈A ki

)
, ∀i ∈ A (2)
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where ki = 1/|∂2U/∂x2
i | and the set A is constructed in a way similar to the

first algorithm, see Appendix B for details.

Theorem 1. Both algorithms have the following properties:

- When the algorithm converges the allocation is optimal.
- For sufficiently small values of the stepsize parameter, α, the algorithm con-

verges to the optimal file allocation.
- Each iteration of the algorithm results in a strict increase of the systemwide

utility.
- The algorithm maintains a feasible file resource allocation at each iteration.

The two first properties were proved by Heal [8] while the two remaining ones
were proved by Kurose & Simha [1].

Conceptual improvements Despite the title of their paper (“A Microeco-
nomic Approach to Optimal Resource Allocation”) Kurose & Simha’s approach
is—apart perhaps from the notions of utility and marginal utility—not very
microeconomic. First, the algorithm of computing an allocation such that the
marginal utility of each agent is the same for all agents can not really be called
a market mechanism. To motivate a similar behavior the concept of money is
needed. Secondly, there is no motivation for why an agent should truthfully re-
port its marginal utility to the auctioneer.1 As we will see below, there is a very
natural way to formulate this approach as a proper market, giving a number of
conceptual improvements.

Market mechanism We use a clearing or equilibrium market as market mecha-
nism, c.f. [6, 3]. In an equilibrium market, a price is established such that supply
meets demand. This computation is based on a demand function, z(p), which
represents an agent’s requested change in allocation at different prices, further
described below. (A supply is represented by a negative demand.) Given the
demand function for each agent, zi(p), the clearing (or equilibrium) price is the
solution to

n∑
i=1

zi(p) = 0, (3)

where zi(p) is the demand function of agent i.
We now turn our attention to how zi(p) is determined.

Agent strategy Let Ui(xi) represent U ’s dependency on xi, i.e. U as a function
of xi given some allocation to all nodes except i. Given Ui(xi), we introduce a
utility function for each agent defined by

ui(xi,mi) = Ui(xi) + mi, (4)

1 Admittedly, we also made mistakes similar to the ones made by Kurose & Simha in
some of our earlier work, e.g. [9]
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where mi represents some “money”. In microeconomics, xi denotes the allocation
after a trade. The initial allocation (called endowment) is denoted e, and the
difference between the initial and the final allocation is denoted z, i.e. z =
x−e. The local optimization problem of an agent is then to maximize ui(xi,mi)
subject to that what is bought (zi) must be paid for in mi. Since the monetary
term is linear we can hence write the optimization problem for an agent as

max
zi

Ui(ei + zi)− p · zi.

As Ui is a concave function, the demand as a function of the price, zi(p), is
obtained from2

∂Ui(ei+zi)−p·zi

∂zi
= 0 ⇔

U ′
i(ei + zi) = p ⇔

(U ′
i)
−1(p) = ei + zi ⇔

zi(p) = (U ′
i)
−1(p)− ei.

(5)

In the Kurose & Simha case we get3

z(p) =
1
λ

(
µ−

√
µK

−Ci − p

)
− ei.

Discussion From Equation (3) and Equation (5) we see that the competitive
equilibrium is equivalent to the outcome of the Kurose & Simha algorithm.
Hence, by formulating the problem properly we have arrived at an approach
(with equivalent allocations), which rightfully can be called market-oriented; it is
based on a well-defined market mechanism and assumed realistic agent strategies
given the mechanism. This gives some conceptual advantages. For example, it is
fairly easy for most people to understand the principles: a number of agents make
a trade-off between their usage of a file resource and money, and the resource is
reallocated among the agents in such a way that supply meets demand.

Computational considerations The most straightforward way to implement
the above mechanism is to let every agent submit a (sampled) demand function
(z(p) from Equation (5)), compute the clearing price (p from Equation (3)),
and assign the resource in accordance with the bids. For example, if agent one
submits z(p) = 1/p− 4 and agent two submits z(p) = 1/p, the clearing price is
1
2 and 2 units is sold by agent one to agent two for 1 (p · z) unit of money.

The search for the clearing price can be performed in many different ways of
which the bisection method [12] (or binary search) is among the simplest, but
often sufficiently fast in comparison to e.g. communication delays. More efficient
algorithms include standard Newton-Raphson methods [12], e.g.

pit+1 = pit − α
z(pit)
z′(pit)

, (6)

2 This formulation apparently takes the price as given, even though an agent’s choice
actually has an impact on the prices.

3 For the definitions of the different variables, see Appendix A.
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where it is an iteration index and α is a step size. In heavily distributed en-
vironment it often also pays off to use some hierarchical algorithm [13]. One
important design issue of all Newton-Raphson methods is the management of
the step-size, here denoted α. Kurose & Simha derive a step-size for which the
algorithm converges. This is however unnecessary since there are algorithms
that automatically adjust the step-size through standard backtracking [12]. This
does not only have the advantage of relieving the developer from determining
the step-size at design time, but it also speeds up convergence significantly when
the algorithm approaches the solution.

In the above, the price was used as the free search parameter. This is com-
monly referred to as a price-oriented method. However, as seen from Equation (1)
and Equation (2) Kurose & Simha use a different method, commonly referred to
as a resource-oriented method. In the Kurose & Simha algorithms the allocations
(i.e. resources) are updated until all marginal utilities are equal. There is also
a natural market interpretation of these algorithms: at the current allocation,
ask the agents how much they are willing to pay for an additional infinitesi-
mal amount of resource. Then the auctioneer tries different reallocations until
the price that every agent is willing to pay for an infinitesimal amount of re-
source is the same. A standard resource-oriented Newton-Raphson approach [12]
formulated in market terms looks like [14]

zit+1
i = zit

i − α

p(zit
i )−

∑n
j=0

p(zit
j )

p′(zit
j

)∑n
j=0

1
p′(zit

j
)

p′(zit
i )

, (7)

where—as before—it is an iteration index and α is a step-size. As we see from
Equation (5), p(zi) = U ′

i(ei + zi), and hence Equation (7) is equivalent to Equa-
tion (2).

A detailed comparison between price-oriented and resource-oriented ap-
proaches can be found elsewhere [3], but some pros and cons of these two methods
are outlined here:

- The price functions are closly related to the agents utility functions, and
therefore the price function, p(z), can be computed faster than the demand
function, z(p), in cases where the demand function can not be analytically
derived.

- As resource-oriented algorithms merely reallocates the existing resource in
each step, the reallocation of each iteration is feasible. Hence, gradually bet-
ter allocations can be performed during the search for the optimal allocation.
However, since for most networks the number of messages is more critical
than the size of the messages, it is typically preferable to send the demand
function as a sample vector. With such an approach, no (communication)
iterations are required for computing the solution and the optimal solution
will be very rapidly computed compared to the communication delays, and
therefore there is no point in sending allocation updates to the agents during
the search for the optimal solution.
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- For resource-oriented algorithms he management of boundaries is a cumber-
some issue. For each iteration, the auctioneer needs to make sure that no
agents are assigned an allocation that is outside their boundaries. (This is
often the result when the Newton-Raphson algorithms are used, particularly
early in the search.) If the resource of one agent is outside its boundaries the
excess (or shortage) must be reallocated among the other agents to obtain
a feasible allocation.

- The resource-oriented algorithms are more complicated, cf. Equation (6) vs.
Equation (7).

- Constant factors are higher for resource-oriented algorithms and therefore
price-oriented approaches are significantly faster if the demand functions can
be derived analytically.

The conclusion for the Kurose & Simha example is that—since the demand
can be analytically derived—a price-oriented approach is highly preferred to a
resource-oriented approach (as the one used by Kurose & Simha).

Discussion Above we have studied the file allocation approach by Kurose &
Simha. It was described how this approach could be improved both conceptually
and computationally.

The conversion from an approach that aimed at finding an allocation such
that all partial derivatives are equal was replaced by a market mechanism that
establishes a price such that supply meets demand. It was also described how
the agents can be assigned proper utility functions, with which they made a
natural trade-off between money and resource. Furthermore, given the market
mechanism and the utility functions, an agent strategy leading to a globally
optimal solution is realistic from an economics point of view (in bright contrast
to the original approach, which gave no arguments for why the agents should
report their true marginal utility). It is our belief that this type of improvement
makes the system easier to understand and implement (as well as giving a number
of other advantages as described in Section 1).

It was also shown that since the demand function can be derived analyti-
cally, a price-oriented approach can be used (instead of the resource-oriented
approach proposed by Kurose & Simha). Since, price-oriented approaches are
less complicated and more computationally efficient, they are typically highly
preferable [3], and are recommended for the application at hand.

3.2 The assignment problem

Bertsekas [2] studies the symmetric assignment problem; matching n persons
and n objects on a one-to-one basis, in such a way that the total benefit is
maximized.

Original model The market mechanism is not explicitly given by Bertsekas [2].
However, there is one price, pj per object, j, which is public to all bidders. Hence,
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the mechanism is most reasonably interpreted as an open bid English auction,
i.e. an auction in which the current winning bid for each object is public and the
winner, at termination, pays pj for object j.

The agent strategy is to bid the current running price of the most preferred
object (given the market prices) plus the surplus (i.e. the agent’s valuation of
having the object minus the current running price) of the most preferred object
minus the surplus of the second most preferred object. Somewhat more formally:
Let A be the set of agent-object pairs (i, j) that can be matched. For each
person i, the set of objects that can be matched with i is A(i) = {j|(i, j) ∈ A}.
Furthermore, let aij be the benefit of matching person i with object j. Then the
surplus of matching object j to person i is aij − pj , (i, j) ∈ A. The surplus of
the most preferred object, vi is

vi = max
j∈A(i)

{aij − pj} (8)

and the surplus of the second most preferred object, wi, is4

wi = max
k∈A(i),k 6=j

{aik − pk}.

Hence, in each iteration an agent bids for object j (of Equation (8)) at price
pj + vi − wi.

The auction is run in iterations and, in each iteration, every object is assigned
to the agent that bid the highest for that object. When every agent has been
assigned an object the algorithm terminates. Unfortunately, this naive auction
algorithm does not always work. If more than two objects offers maximum value
for the bidder i the bidding increment is zero. Thus, several persons could com-
pete for some objects without raising their prices and the algorithm would be
trapped in an infinite loop.

The solution to this problem is to let every agent bid for its most preferred
object, but at price pj + vi − wi + ε.

With this protocol, the following theorem holds.

Theorem 2. A feasible assignment according to the auction algorithm together
with some price vector is within nε of being optimal [2].

This means that when the algorithm stops the cost of the final assignment is
within nε of being optimal. An immediate conclusion is that if all benefits aij are
integers and if ε < 1/n then the auction algorithm terminates in a finite number
of iterations with an optimal assignment. This is true because if nε < 1 then any
assignment within nε of being optimal must be optimal. (This generalizes in a
straightforward manner to any discretization, not only integers.)

With the mechanisms described above, if the problem is infeasible, the al-
gorithm never terminates (since termination only occurs with a feasible assign-
ment). When problems are not known to be feasible, detection of infeasibility is
crucial. Bertsekas [2] shows several ways of handling this.
4 If j is the only object in A(i), then wi is defined to be −∞ (i.e. in practical computer

implementations some large negative constant).
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Even though the above gives a highly efficient and close to optimal algorithm,
it has one main conceptual flaw: the agent strategy is not realistic given the
market mechanism. Hence, it is not possible to view each person as an economic
agent acting in its own best interest as suggested by Bertsekas [2]. The rational
(dominant) strategy for a self-interested agent for the given market mechanism
would be to bid pj plus some minimal increment for the most preferred object
(given the prices). For example, assume that we have two agents with valuations
a11 = 800 and a12 = 100 for agent one and a21 = 400 and a22 = 300 for
agent two. Then with the (sequential variant of) the above scheme agent 1 bids
700 for object one, and next agent two bids 600 for object two. However, with
rational agent strategies for the given mechanism, the prices would have become
100 (optionally plus some minimal bid increment) for object one and zero for
object two. (They would have only marginally overbid each other for object one
until the price reached 100 and then agent two would bid for object two.) This
algorithm would of course be very computionally inefficient. In the next sections
we will discuss how a more realistic mechanism and strategies can be introduced
at different computational expenses.

Mechanism variant 1 For every object, let there be two public prices, p1
j

and p2
j , which reflect the highest and the second highest bids for the object

respectively. Further, require that a new bid for an object only is accepted if it
is at least p1

j + ε. Bids can not be withdrawn. When no more bids are received
assign the objects to the highest bidder of the respective objects, but charge only
p2

j . (That is, use a second price auction [15].)
Now, with one exception that we return to below, the above agent strategy

(with p1
j instead of pj) is very realistic. An agent does not gain anything by

bidding below p1
j +vi−wi, since it own bidding price does not affect what it will

be charged. The only result of bidding too low is that there is a greater chance
of losing the object.

The exception mentioned above is that an economic agent can be assumed
to bid p1

j + max(vi −wi, ε), rather than p1
j + vi −wi + ε, i.e. it will not increase

the bid more than what can be motivated by its preferences and the market
mechanism—the latter saying that a bid must be an increase by at least ε.
However, this typically has a relatively small effect on algorithm performance.

Hence, we have derived a new mechanism that better conforms to the market-
oriented view, while making small sacrifices in terms of algorithm efficiency. This
is in bright contrast to the original model, which has been referred to as an
auction algorithm, motivated by the fact that it can be explained in competi-
tive economics terms couched in our everyday experience, but where the agent
strategies do not reflect our everyday experience of how people bid in standard
auctions.

Though the new market mechanism indeed has made the assumed strategy
much more realistic, it could still be in an agent’s best interest to deviate from the
above strategy. The problem is that if an agent with sufficiently high probability
predicts that no other agent places a simultaneous bid, it can be beneficial to
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bid too high. For example, assume that the sequential mechanism suggested by
Bertsekas [2] is used. Then only one agent bids at the time, and it is a dominant
strategy to bid ∞ for the most preferred object, as you then get to pay the
current price for it and no other agent can outbid you. Of course, if agents can
place simultaneous bids, there is an enormous risk in doing this—if another agent
uses the same strategy it could be fatal. So if, for example, all agents update
their bids synchronous in parallel, this need not be a problem.

In the next section we introduce an algorithm that eliminates this problem,
but has lower computational efficiency.

Mechanism variant 2 For every object, let there be one public price, p2
j , which

reflects the second highest bid for the object. Further, require that a new bid
for an object only is accepted if it is at least p2

j + ε. When putting in a bid, the
agent is told whether it is winning the object or not. When no more bids are
received, assign the objects to the highest bidder of the respective objects, but
charge p2

j .
Then it is very realistic to assume that every agent bids p2

j + vi − wi for
its most preferred object j, since any price between p2

j and p2
j + vi − wi will

maximize agent i’s surplus. There is no point for the agent to put in a higher
bid than p2

j + vi − wi. If the unknown p1
j is higher than p2

j + vi − wi then the
agent will have to pay p1

j and thus it will be more profitable for him to bid for
another object.

First some observations regarding the correctness of this mechanism and
strategies: Since a new bid has to be at least p2

j +ε, and p2
j of this scheme cannot

be above p1
j of the above scheme, the algorithm will terminate. Finally, it is clear

that the highest bid for each object has the same optimality features as pj and
p1

j above—if an agent wins an object it prefers it higher than all other objects
given p2

j , and then it also clearly prefers the object it is winning given the highest
bid on every other object.

This approach has lower computational efficiency than the one above. This
is not surprising: Generally we can not expect mechanisms that are based on the
assumption that the agent only reveals the information that is most profitable for
them to be as efficient as mechanisms when the agents’ preferences are publicly
available knowledge.

Discussion In this section we have discussed different aspects of Bertsekas’ auc-
tion algorithm. We first discussed that no mechanism was originally given that
motivated the proposed agent strategies. Then we introduced a new scheme
(with slightly lower computational efficiency) that made the strategies more re-
alistic and therefore made the entire approach more intuitive from an economics
point of view. We showed that under certain circumstances we needed to modify
the mechanism and agent strategies further to obtain an economically realistic
model. The different mechanisms were implemented and tested for computa-
tional efficiency. The results, shown in Fig 1, indicates that methods that are
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Fig. 1. Test of the computional efficiency of the different algorithms, comparing n,
the number of agents, with the time of the computation, t, divided by n3. Original
is Bertsekas original model with bidding increment vi − wi + ε, realistic has bidding
increment ε, variant 1 has bidding increment max(vi − wi, ε) and finally in variant 2
the new bid is p2

j + max(vi −wi, ε). The agents valuations for the respective items are
(independently) drawn from a rectangular distribution.

more realistic (like realistic and variant 2 ) are less effective than the less realistic
methods (original and variant 1 ).

The main conclusion from this exercise is that there sometimes is a trade-
off between computational efficiency and economic realism. In the case of a
standard optimization problem with publicly available information, economic
realism (with associated conceptual advantages) can of course be sacrificed for
computational efficiency, by imposing more or less unrealistic strategies on the
agents. However, if we assumed that we were to assign the objects to real self-
interested persons, we must on the other hand assume that they act in their own
best interest. Then we can not generally hope for obtaining efficient methods.

4 Generalizing the theory

The theory of the two examples [1, 2] examined in this article is very specific to
the examples. In this section we show that properly formulating the optimization
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problems as market problems not only has conceptual advantages; it also allows
for the usage of some more general theory.

We first define a type of optimization problems to which the theory of this
section can be applied.

Definition 1. The maximization problem MP is given by

maxx

∑n
i=1 fi(x)

s.t.
∑n

i=1 xi = X,

xi = [xi1, xi2, . . . , xik], xij ∈ Sij, Si = [Si1, Si2, . . . , Sik], x = [x1,x2, . . . ,xn],
S = [S1,S2, . . . ,Sn], X = [X1, X2, . . . , Xk], fi : S 7→ <, Sik is any set of reals
(e.g., all reals, all positive integers or {1.25, 2.77, 4 1

3}) and Xi is the total avail-
able amount of commodity i. The problem is interpreted as a resource allocation
problem with n agents and fi(x) as agent i’s valuation of the allocation x.

Next we give a proper market definition corresponding to the optimization
problem of definition 1.

Definition 2. With the notation from MP , the market M is a market of n
agents and k commodities. All agents want to maximize their utility function
defined by

ui(x,mi) = fi(x) + mi, (9)

mi ∈ <, i.e. ui(x,mi) is quasi-linear with respect to mi.
X is distributed as endowment among the agents. Let the endowment be e =

[e1, e2, . . . , en], ei = [ei1, ei2, . . . , eik] and let the endowment of m be m◦ =
[m◦

1,m
◦
2, . . . ,m

◦
n]. Let the market price of m be 1, i.e. let

mi = m◦
i −

k∑
j=1

(xij − eij)pj

where pj ∈ < denotes the respective market price for the k commodities.

Then we can state the following theorem.

Theorem 3. Any Pareto-optimal allocation in M is a solution to MP .

Proof. See Appendix C.

Hence, Theorem 3 implies that if we can devise a market mechanism that exploits
all possible profitable reallocations, it will lead to a globally optimal solution.
An important remark is of course that even though it sometimes is possible to
find such a mechanism, the reallocation problem in general is NP-hard [17],
i.e. can be computationally intractable. Furthermore, the conditions that make
problems hard to solve with markets, also tend to make them hard to solve by
conventional means. As an example, concave objective functions (i.e. the func-
tions fi(x) above) ensure existence of equilibrium and enable straight-forward
market implementation. If the functions are non-concave however, the problem is
less straight-forward to formulate in market terms and at the same time harder
to solve conventionally [17].
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Non-separable functions A utility function is said to be separable if the utility
of one agent only depends on the same agent’s allocation. The definitions and
theorems above do also capture the case of non-separable functions. This deserves
some further discussion.

Starting with Theorem 3, the notion of Pareto optimality is commonly dis-
cussed in the context of separable functions. However, the concept of Pareto
optimality makes perfect sense also with non-separable functions. With separa-
ble functions Theorem 3 captures the fact that if there is another allocation with
higher total utility, then there is always some agent (or set of agents) that is so
much better off by changing its allocation, that it can compensate the agent (or
set of agents) that gets worse off. With non-separable functions Theorem 3 in-
stead tells that if there is another allocation with higher total utility, then there
is always some agent (or set of agents) that is so much better off by changing
its or any other agent’s allocation, that it can compensate the agent (or set of
agents) that gets worse off.

In a corresponding manner, also Theorem 4 below (and its corollaries) has a
straight-forward interpretation in the non-separable case.

When generalizing the theory for the optimality of the assignment problem
of Section 3.2, we have made the following interesting observation: When gener-
alizing the problem to a high enough level, it becomes trivial. When having the
general theorem, the theory of the investigated assignment problem (as well as
some other theory of the literature) is obtained as trivial corollaries.

Theorem 4. With basic definition from Definition 1, assume that we have a
resource reallocation problem, where the current allocation e, is to be reallocated
to a new allocation x. Furthermore, let there be a cost (that may be positive
or negative) for each agent associated with moving from e to x. Call this cost
ci(e,xi). Define the objective of the resource allocation as

maxx

∑n
i=1 fi(x)− ci(e,xi)

s.t.
∑n

i=1 xi = X.

An upper bound on the objective is

maxx

∑n
i=1 fi(x)− ci(e,xi)

s.t.
∑n

i=1 xi = X ≤
∑n

i=1 maxx fi(x)− ci(e,xi)
s.t.
∑n

i=1 xi = X,

Proof. The theorem is obvious; the maximized sum is clearly smaller or equal
to the sum of the maximized terms.

Corollary 1. If ci(e,xi) = p(xi − ei), then

maxx

∑n
i=1 fi(x)

s.t.
∑n

i=1 xi = X ≤
∑n

i=1 maxx fi(x)− p(xi − ei)
s.t.
∑n

i=1 xi = X,

since
∑n

i=1 p(xi−e) = 0 (i.e. all payments sum to zero, everything is transferred
between the agents). In other words, if the only costs are the payments between
the agents, the optimal solution is smaller than or equal to the sum of the utilities
of the optimal choice for the respective agents, for any given price vector.
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Corollary 2. By adding
∑n

i=1 fi(e) to the expression in Corollary 1, we get

maxx

∑n
i=1 fi(x)− fi(e)

s.t.
∑n

i=1 xi = X ≤
∑n

i=1 maxx fi(x)− fi(e)− p(xi − ei)
s.t.
∑n

i=1 xi = X.

That is, the total improvement can not be greater than the sum of the desired
improvements of the respective agents at a given price vector.

From Corollary 2 the optimality of our version of the Kurose & Simha file
allocation problem follows directly. We also see that the proof for upper bound
on distance to global optimality for the assignment problem, Theorem 2, is a
direct consequence of the corollary. So is the theorem on upper bound on distance
to optimality by Walsh and Wellman [19].

There is another interesting comment to make about Corollary 2. If we gen-
eralize the notion of competitive equilibrium to properly incorporating non-
separability, we will directly see that the competitive equilibrium is globally
optimal. So, we generalize the definition of competitive equilibrium from “a price
vector and allocation such that supply meets demand and at the given prices,
no agent’s utility can be increased with respect to those prices by changing its
allocation (i.e. buy or sell the different commodities)” to “a price vector and
allocation such that supply meets demand and at the given prices, no agent’s
utility can be increased with respect to those prices by changing its or any other
agent’s allocation”. We observe that Corollary 2 captures the optimality of the
generalized equilibrium.

Hence, we see that we have arrived at a very general theory, and that for-
mulating the applications of Kurose & Simha and Bertsekas in proper market
terms make them fit into a broader theoretical framework.

5 Discussion and Conclusions

In this article we have discussed market-oriented approaches to optimization.
We have presented some general definitions of what a market-oriented approach
to optimization is and argued that the basic requirements are that it should
rely on some well-defined market mechanism and some agent strategies that are
reasonably realistic given the market mechanism. Some rather general theory
regarding the relations between standard optimization formulations and market
formulations has also been presented.

To illustrate the general framework for market-oriented approaches to opti-
mization, two examples from the literature—the microeconomic approach to the
file allocation problem by Kurose & Simha [1] and the auction algorithm for the
assignment problem by Bertsekas [2]—have been analyzed.

It was shown that a number of conceptual improvements could be made
to the Kurose & Simha approach, making the model more “market-like” from
the perspective of how people generally understand markets. Some computa-
tional discussions showed that the file allocation problem could be managed by
a price-oriented approach rather than the resource-oriented approach presented
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by Kurose & Simha. Generally, price-oriented approaches are simpler (easier to
implement) and more computationally efficient when the demand functions can
be derived analytically (as could be done in the analyzed case).

For the auction algorithm for the assignment problem, different mechanisms
were discussed and reasonable strategies introduced. It was shown that the orig-
inal approach does not reflect agent behavior in real auctions (as suggested by
the motivation of the algorithm), but that there are more reasonable mechanisms
and agent strategies with high computational efficiency. These mechanisms are
hence also better suited for applications in real markets (i.e. when the different
agents truly represent different interests).

In the case of the file allocation application, we showed that one could de-
fine market mechanisms and reasonable agent strategies that are highly efficient.
However, there is a catch preventing straightforward application of these meth-
ods to real markets. The problem is the utility function. In Equation (4) and just
above that equation, we simply assigned a utility function to each agent. How-
ever, in a market setting, this would not be the utility function of a self-interested
agent (since the current utility function is based on the notion of global utility).
The main problem is that the utilities are non-separable, i.e. dependent on the
allocations of the other agents. In Section 4 we show that existing theory could
be generalized to capture even this case.

One of the most interesting results from the comparison between different
auction mechanisms for the assignment problem is that we found a trade-off
between computational efficiency and economic realism. Whereas the econom-
ical efficiency aspects of strategic behavior are relatively well understood and
described (see e.g. [20, 21] for good introductory overviews), the computational
aspects of strategic behavior are much less so. The different variants above sug-
gest that there may be an interesting connection that seems interesting to look
into further.
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A The variables of the file allocation problem

- xi is the fraction of the file resource at node i. Since there is only a single
divisible resource,

∑n
i=1 xi = 1. Assuming accesses are made on a uniform

basis, xi also represents the probability that a file access (from anywhere in
the network) will be transmitted to node i for processing.

- λi is the average rate at which node i generates accesses to the file resource.
The networkwide access generation rate is defined λ =

∑n
i=1 λi.

- cij is the communication cost of transmitting an access from node i to node
j and transmitting the answer back to i from j. cii is taken to be zero.

- Ci is the average systemwide communication cost of making an access at
node i. We take this as the weighted sum of the individual communication
costs:

Ci =
∑
j∈N

λj

λ
cji.

- 1/µi is the average service time for an access at node i. We will assume
µi = µ for all nodes i.

- Ti is the expected time delay associated with satisfying an access at node i.
In terms of λ, xi, and µ, we have:

Ti =
1

µ− λxi
.

(µ is the average number of jobs processed at one node every time unit. λxi

is the average number of accesses to node i per time unit. Thus, µ− λxi is
the decrease in the length of the queue of waiting jobs at node i per time
unit and so 1/(µ− λxi) is the expected time a job will have to spend in the
queue at node i.)

- K is the relative importance of communication costs and access delays. K
is here taken to be 1, meaning that communication costs and access delays
are equally important.

B The set A of the file allocation problem

The construction of the set A is required to ensure that no node’s allocation
goes below zero in the reallocation process. The algorithm for computing A for
the first derivatives algorithm, at each iteration:

1. For all i sort U ′
i .

2. Set A′ = {i|node i has largest U ′
i}.

3. do step 4. for each j, j /∈ A′ in descending order of U ′
j .

4. If j would receive a positive allocation xj as a result of the reallocation
defined by Equation (1) with A = A′ ∪ {j}, then set A′ = A′ ∪ {j}.

5. Set A = A′.

If the second derivatives algorithm is used, Equation (1) is replaced by Equa-
tion (2).
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C Proofs

Proof for Theorem 3 Let ∆f =
∑n

i=1 fi(xb) − fi(xa),
∑n

i=1 xa
i = X, and∑n

i=1 xb
i = X. For any allocation 〈xa,ma〉 in M , 〈xb,mb〉 (where mb

i =
ma

i +u(xa,ma
i )−u(xb,ma

i )+∆f
n ) is a Pareto-improvement if ∆f > 0. (

∑n
i=1 mb

i =∑n
i=1 ma

i , because
∑n

i=1 ui(xa,ma
i )− ui(xb,ma

i ) = −∆f .) In other words: if an
allocation is not a solution to MP it is not Pareto-optimal in M . Thus, if an
allocation is Pareto-optimal in M it is a solution to MP . 2
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Abstract. The problem to be solved consists of a number of continuous
dividable resources that are to be allocated to a number of agents. Each
agent has a multi-dimensional utility function telling how much it is
worth for it to have a certain (combined) amount of the resources. We
want to use a market-based approach to allocate the resources among
the agents in a way that maximizes the total utility. Since in our case,
the utility of one resource is dependent on the agent’s allocation of other
resources this is not a trivial task.

We design an iterative, two-sided combinatorial auction to solve this
problem. Although combinatorial auctions in general are NP-hard, we
create an iterative market mechanism that only requires polynomial com-
putation complexity. Moreover, it is natural to use and our experimental
evaluations indicate good behavior for instances of the problem where
the number of agents is not too small relative to the number of resources.

1 Introduction

We are considering a market where k different resources are to be divided among
n agents. Initially, all of the resources are divided among the agents as endow-
ment. Each agent has a utility function telling how much it is worth for it to
have different amounts of the resources. We want to use a market mechanism to
allocate the resources among the agents in an optimal way, where the mechanism
has the following properties:
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1. The mechanism is natural and easy to use.
2. The involved computations are tractable.
3. The resulting allocation gives a high total utility.

If the utility of one resource for one agent is not dependent on the allocation of
the other resources for that agent, the utility function of the agent consists of the
sum of the utilities for each resource allocated to that agent. Hence, the utility
functions are one-dimensional. If, in addition, the utility functions are concave
the problem could be solved easily [1], [2]. If, on the other hand, the utility
function of an agent depends on the allocation of all commodities for that agent,
then more complicated mechanisms are needed, with higher time requirements
[3], [4], [5], [6].

We want to create an iterative market mechanism that finds a good solution
to this kind of allocation problem, with multi-dimensional utility functions. Since
it is unrealistic to believe that agents will submit their complete utility functions
to the mechanism, we want to use an auction where agents put in bids in an
iterative fashion. The problem of selecting which bids to implement is in general
NP-hard [7], so we want to create an approximate optimum in polynomial time.
Note that it is impossible to find an approximation algorithm that in polynomial
time guarantees a certain upper bound on the approximation error [5]. Our aim
is, however, to find an auction mechanism and corresponding algorithm that will
be useful in practice.

When can a problem like this occur in practice? Consider an energy market,
where different amounts of energy are to be distributed among a set of agents.
The agents could be any energy consumers. For simplicity, in this example we
assume them to be households. The utility functions of the agents should re-
veal different households’ different preferences of energy consumption, e.g. some
households may want a high indoor temperature while others prefer a cooler
climate. Furthermore, some households may be prepared to pay very much to
keep indoor temperature exactly at the preferred level, while it would be okay
for others to deviate from their preferred level if this will decrease their energy
costs. When the utilities of each agent are established, energy can be distributed
in such a way that the utility over all agents is maximized.

Now, assume that different resources consist of energy at different hours. If
agents (households) always could set up their utility functions as utilities for each
hour, then the problem would be one-dimensional. If, on the other hand, their
need for energy one hour is dependent on how much energy they get in another
hour this would no longer be true. This situation could occur if for example an
agent wants to run a washing machine that would take 1.5 hours. Then there
is no need at all for the agent to have energy to run the washing machine only
for one hour, to be able to accomplish anything he has to know that he will get
energy for a longer period. If each resource consists of energy during one hour,
the utility function of this agent would now be multi-dimensional. Furthermore,
the agent may not want to run the washing machine if it would not also be able
to run the tumble drier, which will create dependencies for energy for even more
hours.
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2 Market oriented programming and combinatorial
auctions

The market mechanism presented here is well suited for market oriented pro-
gramming. The concept of market oriented programming was introduced by
Wellman [8], as a general approach to deriving solutions to distributed resource
allocation problems by computational economy. By introducing the concept of
money and modelling the problem as a market a number of advantages can be
achieved. A more thorough discussion of these advantages can be found else-
where [9], [1]; here we just mention a few for completeness:

– Previously developed theories from mathematical economics can be used
as guidelines for modelling computational solutions to resource allocation
problems.

– Markets and auction mechanisms are easy to understand and based on ev-
eryday experience. In this way, the mechanisms of the algorithm should be
easily explainable to anybody.

– Market approaches enable a natural decomposition of the problem, which is
well suited for distributed environments.

When using market oriented programming we require a well-defined market
mechanism. The market mechanism is the rules for how the negotiations and
trades are performed among the agents. The market mechanism is supposed
to include some notion of money and prices. Another requirement is that we
expect realistic agent behavior in the market. Given the market mechanism the
agents are supposed to act in their own best interest, i.e. the agents should
not bother about finding a global optimum. If each agent acts in its own best
interest, the market mechanism should be constructed in such a way that this
behavior still leads to the global optimum. Realistic agent behavior is a basic
condition if the market is supposed to be intuitive and easy to understand. In
addition, we want the market to be general enough to be able to handle the
case where the computational agents are replaced by human agents, interacting
with the computational market system. If humans are trading on the market
we could expect any behavior, the only limitations being the rules set by the
market mechanism.

When creating an auction mechanism for agents with multi-dimensional util-
ity functions, we need the mechanism to be able to handle the combinatorial
structure of the preferences. A combinatorial auction will be receiving bids with
content ”I want x1 of resource k1 only if I also get x2 of resource k2 and x3 of
resource k3”. The aim of the mechanism is to select which bids to implement, a
process that in general is NP-hard [7]. This could be done in just one step or
the mechanism could allow the agents to rebid if they are not satisfied with the
outcome of the first reallocation. In the latter case we have an iterative auction.
These auctions are expected to run until an equilibrium is found where supply
equals demand and every agent is satisfied with its allocation, given the current
prices.
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In many cases the auction consists of some amounts of the resources to be
sold to the agents. In that case the auctions is one-sided. In other cases the
agents are supposed to trade with each other, creating a market where agents
could sell as well as buy the resources. We call this kind of market two-sided.

3 Problem formulation

The basic problem is to divide some resources among a number of agents via
a sound market mechanism. In order for the mechanism to be economically
efficient, the total utility of all agents is maximized when agents bid rationally.

Each agent has a utility function telling how much it is worth for the agent
to have a certain amount of the resources. If we view the problem as a resource
allocation problem that should be solved via a market mechanism (or via market
oriented programming), we have the following optimization problem:

Definition 1. The maximization problem MP is given by

maxx

∑n
i=1 fi(x)

s.t.
∑n

i=1 xi = X,

xi = [xi1, xi2, . . . , xik], xij ∈ Sij, Si = [Si1, Si2, . . . , Sik], x = [x1,x2, . . . ,xn],
S = [S1,S2, . . . ,Sn], X = [X1, X2, . . . , Xk], fi : S 7→ <, Sik is any set of
reals, Xj is the total available amount of commodity j and xi is the amounts of
the commodities currently allocated to agent i. The problem is interpreted as a
resource allocation problem with n agents and k commodities and fi(x) as agent
i’s valuation of the allocation x.

Next we give a proper market definition corresponding to the optimization
problem of definition 1.

Definition 2. With the notation from MP , the market M is a market of n
agents and k commodities. Introduce a new resource m, which can be considered
to be ”money”. All agents want to maximize their utility function defined by

ui(x,mi) = fi(x) + mi,

where mi ∈ < is agent i’s current amount of resource m, i.e. ui(x,mi) is quasi-
linear with respect to mi.

X is distributed as endowment among the agents. Let the endowment be e =
[e1, e2, . . . , en], ei = [ei1, ei2, . . . , eik] and let the endowment of m be m◦ =
[m◦

1,m
◦
2, . . . ,m

◦
n]. Let the market price of m be 1, i.e. let

mi = m◦
i −

k∑
j=1

(xij − eij)pj

where pj ∈ < denotes the respective market price for the k commodities.
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The utility functions in our case are multi-dimensional i.e. the agent’s valu-
ation of the resources is dependent on its allocation of all resources and can not
be seen as the sum of the valuations of the single resources. In our experimental
evaluation, we will use concave utility functions, which are natural for practical
applications.

If possible, we would like the agents to put in bids once and then use some
algorithm to compute the optimum. In our case this would imply that agents
would have to submit their complete utility functions to the mechanism. First,
this would require that the agents are able to express their preferences in some
simple notation. Secondly, the mechanism must be able to handle this infor-
mation in some effective way; the number of different possible combinations of
amounts of resources to bid for is very large. And, third, it is not reasonable to
assume that real bidders would be willing to reveal their complete utility func-
tions in a closed form. Therefore we have chosen an iterative scheme in order to
successively create new allocations and price vectors and allow the agents to put
in new bids each time a new price vector is made public by the mechanism, i.e.
we are creating a two-sided, iterative combinatorial auction.

4 Market mechanism

Given a market according to definition 2, the suggested market mechanism works
as follows.
1: Each agent has an endowment.
2: Each agent submits initial bids as a demand function for each commodity.

Hence, these bids are non-combinatorial. The agent’s bid on one commodity
is based on the expected clearing prices for the other commodities.

3: Compute an initial price vector at equilibrium.
4: For each agent, define the agent’s initial bid as the reallocation and payment

that comes out of the initial price vector.
5: repeat
6: Given the price vector, an agent might want some other allocation than

his initial bid. Therefore, the agents are now allowed to put in new bids.
A bid consists of a wanted allocation and a value telling how much the
agent is prepared to pay to get that very allocation (multi-dimensional,
combinatorial bids). The bids indicate how much the agent wants to buy/
sell relative to its initial endowment.

7: Find a new price vector and a new allocation such that surplus is maxi-
mized. For details, see below.

8: until no more surplus increment can be found.
The surplus of a bid is defined as the difference between the value of the bid

and the cost of the bid at the current prices. The total surplus is the sum of the
surpluses of all implemented bids.

The main design issue is how to perform step 7. This, and some other details,
is discussed below.
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The task of Step 7 is to choose bids to implement in such a way that bids
are matched against each other and so that supply equals demand. Bids do not
have to be implemented completely but can be implemented by a factor α, where
0 ≤ α ≤ 1. However, we use the following constraints:

1. It is possible for an agent to have parts of different bids, from different
rounds, implemented at the same time. However, no agent will be allocated
more than one complete bid, i.e. the sum of all α for one agent cannot be
higher than 1.

2. Since the initial bids are based on non-combinatorial bids, they may not
reflect true synergies. Therefore, in order for an agent to get rid of his initial
bid, we ensure that if this bid is allocated to a factor x and x < 1, this bid
can not be allocated to a factor greater than x in any subsequent round. In
this way, as the agent manages to get other bids implemented, the initial bid
will be removed.

It should be noted that the one-dimensional bids are no longer a part of the
bidding process. The only remainder of these bids are each agent’s initial bid,
which is an artificial combinatorial bid.

Since we allow bids to be implemented in parts, the problem of finding a
matching set of bids that maximizes surplus can be solved by linear programming
(see appendix A). Hence, this part can be done in polynomial time. (In our
implementation, we use a commercially available lp-solver to accomplish this
task.1)

When the linear programming has decided which bids to implement (and
their corresponding α:s), new prices must be created. We formulate also this
part in such a way that linear programming can be used (see appendix B).
Based on the bids of the latest round, we set intervals in which the prices are
allowed to deviate. The problem of finding prices in these intervals such that the
cost requirements of the bids are fulfilled is now sent to the lp-solver.

If new prices cannot be found in the previous step, one of the (partly) im-
plemented bids is temporally removed. The decision of which bid to remove is
based on its assumed ability to raise the total utility of the system. When a bid
has been removed, the new instance of the problem is sent to the lp-solver. If no
prices have been found when all bids have been removed the price intervals are
updated and the process is repeated with all bids present.

The bidding iteration stops if no new bids are received or if no allocation or
no new prices could be found during one round or if no increase in total surplus
can be found.

4.1 Comments on the market mechanism

Bidding All bids and payments are relative to the endowment. We are using
what we call absolute bids, i.e. the bids are only dependent on the current prices in
1 Since this lp-solver is based on the Simplex algorithm it is only polynomial in the

average case. Its worst case is exponential.
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the sense that the prices decide which point in the space of all possible allocations
the agent will bid for. The value of the bid will be acceptable to the agent through
the whole bidding process. In this way, once a bid is submitted to the mechanism
it will remain implementable throughout the process and a bidder could never
withdraw a bid. This is important from a conceptual point of view.

When bids are chosen for implementation, the allocation of an agent may
consist of parts of different bids. Therefore the mechanism has to make sure
that the sum of all α:s for an agent never exceed 1. If for example an agent has
put in two bids with almost identical allocations this will assure that the agent
would not get an allocation which is approximately twice of what it really wants.

The first set of bids, which are based on the equilibrium of the one-
dimensional utility functions (called derived utility functions), are the only bids
that are not based on the real utility functions. Their ability to get the system
closer to the optimum are probable but not certain. It is important that these
bids do not have too much impact on the allocations and we would like them to
be replaced by other bids as early as possible in the bidding process. Therefore
the mechanism makes sure that the factor by which the bid is implemented can-
not increase from one round to the next. In this way, some of the initial bids will
be implemented to smaller and smaller parts until they eventually disappear.

It is however important that the first allocation gives rise to bids in this way.
First, it is important that the agents are forced to take the consequences of their
bids based on the derived utility functions. This requirement is partly fulfilled by
this procedure. Secondly, this gives agents that are satisfied with their current
allocation an opportunity to keep this allocation. Without this functionality,
the agent would have been forced to put in a new bid, identical to its current
allocation, which seems to be a conceptual flaw.

The notion of surplus As mentioned above, the surplus of a bid is the dif-
ference between the value of the bid and the sum of the costs of buying/selling
resources according to the bid at the current prices (multiplied by α). The total
surplus is the sum of the surpluses of all implemented bids. When the mechanism
is choosing which bids to implement (using the lp-solver), it is maximizing the
total surplus while maintaining the equilibrium (i.e. demand shall equal supply
for each resource).

The surplus can be used to rank the bids, according to how much they are
supposed to increase the total utility, which the mechanism does not know.
Assuming rational agent behavior and that the utility functions are quasi-linear,
we can conclude that the bidding agent would not risk a decrease in utility by
putting a value on the bid that is higher than its gain in utility. This means that
its is reasonable to assume that if we implement a bid from an agent who claims
to be willing to pay more per unit (or sell for less), this agent will contribute to
the total utility more than an agent willing to pay less.

Creating prices Each implemented allocation needs to have an associated set
of prices. The main consideration when selecting the prices is to fulfill the cost
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requirements of the bids creating the allocation. In theory, this may be the only
requirement on the set of prices. In practice however, we want the prices to be
clearly directed towards the equilibrium prices. Therefore, we make restrictions
on how the prices are allowed to deviate from the current prices. In our mech-
anism, the restrictions are dependent on whether the current prices give rise to
excess in demand or supply for a resource. This information is accessible to the
mechanism through the bids of the current round. The size of the excess/deficit
shall in some sense be proportional to how much the prises are allowed to in-
crease/decrease.

If the bids of the latest round (if all of them had been implemented) would
have given rise to greater supply than demand of one resource, then the prices
of that resource should be reduced. If, on the other hand, demand is greater
than supply, the price of the resource should increase. Depending on how far
from equality the bids are, the mechanism computes an interval for each re-
source telling how much prices are allowed to deviate from the current prices
(see appendix C). The mechanism now tells the lp-solver to find prices in these
intervals that corresponds to the new allocation. (Each agent has to afford to
buy/sell according to its bid, without paying more than the value of the bid.)
While remaining inside the intervals set by the mechanism, the lp-solver now
tries to find upper and lower bounds in such a way that all prices between the
bounds fulfill the cost requirements. The lp-solver computes the maximum of the
sum of the differences between the upper and lower bounds and the new price
is set to the mean of these two values.

Bid removal If the mechanism is unable to find a set of prices corresponding
to a given allocation the reason is that the cost requirements of some bid could
not be satisfied (given the restrictions of the allowed deviations from the current
prices). In this case we remove one of the implemented bids. When choosing a
bid for removal, we should consider the bid that is most likely to cause trouble
in this sense. Therefore we rank the bids by surplus. The bid with the lowest
surplus is removed. When a bid has been (temporally) removed, a new allocation
is created (if possible) and the mechanism tries to find a corresponding set of
prices.

If all bids are removed in this process, it may be caused by too high restric-
tions on the deviation of the prices. In this case the mechanism increases the
allowed interval and restarts the search for prices with all bids present.

Criteria for termination The mechanism terminates if in an iteration, no
agent wants to put in a bid. This means that all agents are satisfied with their
allocation, given the current prices. In this case we are certainly very close to
the optimal solution.

The mechanism also terminates if an allocation with a corresponding set of
prices cannot be found. In this case there is no way for the mechanism to proceed
and termination is unconditional.
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A third reason for the mechanism to terminate is if the total surplus is
decreasing from one round to the next. Small deviations from this criterion could
be allowed in order to enhance flexibility.2 Since surplus cannot grow forever,
this guarantees that the mechanism will terminate.

4.2 Time complexity

The mechanism can be implemented to run in time polynomial in the number
of agents and the number of resources.

Assume that the number of iterations is polynomial.3 Each linear program-
ming problem can be solved in time polynomial in the number of current bids.
The number of current bids is no more than the number of agents times the num-
ber of iterations so far. To find an allocation with a corresponding set of prices
at least two linear programming problems must be solved. When the lp-solver is
unable to find a solution, i.e. when there does not exist any set of matching bids
with prices in the given intervals, a bid is removed and thus we have new lp-
problems as potential solutions. Hence, even if all bids are removed this process
could be achieved in polynomial time.4 If all bids have been removed without
success, the price interval is updated. The process of searching for allocations
and prices, and possibly bid removals, is then restarted with all bids present. If
the price intervals could be updated at most a constant number of times, all this
implies that the number of calls to the lp-solver will be polynomial. Since all
other functions also are polynomial, one iteration will run in polynomial time,
and so the complete mechanism will run in polynomial time.

It is well known that linear programming problems could be solved in poly-
nomial time [10]. In our implementation however, we are using a lp-solver based
on the Simplex algorithm, which takes exponential time in the worst case. On
average it takes polynomial time and in practice linear programming problems
can be solved very quickly.

5 Experiments

In our experiments, we assume the utility functions to be concave, i.e. the partial
derivatives of all variables are decreasing.5

2 In our implementation 5 rounds that do not increase the current best value are
allowed. If the total surplus has not increased since the equilibrium based on the
derived utility functions, 15 nonincreasing rounds are permitted.

3 The tests of section 5.2 indicates that this assumption could be reasonable.
4 In our implementation for a given price interval the number of bids that can be

removed is maximized to twice the number of agents.
5 The exact form of the utility functions in our experiments is (

√
c1x1 +

√
c2x2 + . . .+√

ckxk)ck+1 where 1 ≤ ci < 5,∀i, 1 ≤ i ≤ k, 1.5 < ck+1 ≤ 1.8.
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5.1 Implementation specific issues

To be able to start a bidding process, we need a set of initial prices. One way to
create this is to let the agents predict the equilibrium prices. It is reasonable to
believe that agents have some idea of what the final prices will look like. Since
the predictions give rise to corresponding allocations, given those allocations
for m − 1 resources a one-dimensional utility function for resource m can be
computed. In this way, a function for each of the resources is created and the
functions are sent to the mechanism as a kind of (one-dimensional) bids. To
compute a competitive equilibrium from these bids is a straightforward task.
The equilibrium gives rise to an allocation and a set of prices, which can be used
as a starting point for the subsequent bidding. The quality of the allocation and
the set of prices (compared to the optimum based on the real utility functions)
are dependent on the quality of the predictions of the agents. If the allocation
is very close to the optimum the algorithm may find it hard to find a better
solution.

The derived utility functions will not fully correspond to the real utility
functions. Therefore this first allocation will leave some agents dissatisfied. To
compensate for this, they are now allowed to put in bids. The bids consist of
how much of the resources the agent wants at the current prices and how much
it is willing to pay to get it.

Bidding strategy When simulating the behavior of an agent in the algorithm,
the agent bids for its optimal allocation at the current prices and the value of
the bid is the difference between the utility of this allocation and the utility
at endowment, i.e. the maximal amount of money it can pay without risking
to get a decrease in its utility value. An agent only puts in a bid if its wanted
allocation at the current prices differs at least ε from its current allocation, for
some resource. This means that the agent may be unlucky and remain at the
same utility value as before the reallocation, i.e. the agent is neither better nor
worse off. This situation will occur if one of the agent’s bids is implemented by
factor 1 and at the same time the prices are high enough to demand all of the
value of the bid. This is, however, just one of a number of potential outcomes. It
is possible that the prices are low enough to allow the agent to keep a part of the
money it was prepared to pay and thus it will increase its utility. Furthermore,
the agent is aware of the possibility that its bid may be implemented in part.
If the bid is implemented to factor α, the maximal payment for the agent is
α multiplied by the value of the bid. Then, because of the concave shape of
the utility function, the agent is guaranteed to increase its utility. If the bid is
implemented in part, the allocation of the agent can be seen as a point on the
line between endowment and the point corresponding to the complete bid. The
cost of these allocations corresponds to a straight line between 0 and the value
of the bid while the agent’s valuation f(x) is concave and increases with the
value of the bid for the same allocations. Therefore the gain in f(x) for these
allocations will always be greater than the loss in m, i.e. the utility u(x) will
increase.
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In our simulations of the system we assume that agents do not speculate
about the behavior of the other agents. We also assume that the agents act like
price-takers, i.e. they will not speculate about how their own behavior will affect
the prices. Given these assumptions, the simulated behavior of the agents is
rational. Apparently, the agent should not put a higher value on the bid; then it
could loose more money than it would gain in utility. If, on the other hand, the
agent would put a lower value on the bid, it would face the risk of not getting an
allocation which would give it an increase in utility. It is extremely important for
the agents to get as close as possible to their optimal allocation at each iteration,
since they cannot ever be sure that another reallocation will occur. Thus, it is
rational to put a value on the bid that corresponds to the real utility for the
allocation of the bid. The amount of resources in the bid is chosen because of
the fact that this very allocation is the optimal allocation for the agent, given
current prices. To bid for this allocation would therefore be reasonable if the
agent expected only minor changes in the set of prices from this iteration to
the next. For each iteration of the algorithm, the agents are facing a bigger risk
that this reallocation might be the last and at the same time they should expect
smaller changes in prices. This indicates that the above agent behavior will be
more and more reasonable the longer the run of the market algorithm.

In a more general setting, however, it is possible that agents do speculate
about how the actions by themselves and other agents will affect the market. In
this case, the market mechanism will still work, even though there might be a
loss in efficiency.

5.2 Tests

To test the performance of our program, problems of 4 different sizes, with
10–15 instances each, have been randomly generated according to the set up
restrictions. The results are shown in table 1– 4. The columns denote in order:

Ex the number of the instance.
Nr of rounds the number of iterations executed.
First round the total real utility after the first round relative to the optimal

value. The result after the first round is the equilibrium according to the
one-dimensional utility functions.

Last round the found value in relation to the optimal value.
Increment the increment from the first round to the last round in relation to

the difference between the optimal value and the result of the first round,
i.e. the improvement of the combinatorial auction in relation to the biggest
possible improvement.

The tests show that the equilibrium according to the one-dimensional utility
functions gives a good approximation of the real maximum, which is further
improved by the combinatorial auction. The found optimal solutions, for the
tests of table 1– 3, are always at least 98% of the real optimum, the mean
values are always > 99.6%. This could of cause not be generalized — we can
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never guarantee an upper bound on the approximation error of an algorithm
running in polynomial time for this problem [5]. The improvement made by the
combinatorial auction is on average > 79.3% of the possible improvement.

Not surprisingly, it seems like problems where the number of agents is small
relative to the number of resources are more troublesome for the mechanism. An
example of this can be seen in table 4.

We can also see that the number of iterations is relatively small. This suggests
that the algorithm may be very useful in practice, but more and bigger tests are
needed to justify this claim.

Ex Nr of rounds First round Last round Increment

1 16 0.9974 0.9982 0.3081

2 11 0.9856 0.9979 0.8525

3 19 0.9842 0.9997 0.9795

4 6 0.9992 0.9992 0.0145

5 9 0.9867 0.9990 0.9244

6 38 0.9842 1.0004 1.0246

7 15 0.9919 0.9997 0.9677

8 37 0.9930 0.9997 0.9520

9 18 0.9050 1.0001 1.0014

10 41 0.9772 0.9794 0.0941

11 4 0.9795 0.9858 0.3062

12 15 0.9395 1.0002 1.0028

13 24 0.9794 1.0000 0.9979

14 23 0.9732 0.9992 0.9715

15 11 0.9828 1.0000 1.0009

Table 1. Results of 15 different instances with 10 agents and 3 resources. The mean of
the results after the first round is 0.9773, the mean of the results after the last round
is 0.9980 and finally the mean of the increments is 0.7958. Due to inexact computa-
tions the found value sometimes slightly exceeds the optimal value and therefore the
increment can exceed 1.

6 Conclusions and future work

A combinatorial auction in general is NP-hard. Our mechanism finds an approx-
imate solution to this version of the problem in polynomial time. The output of
the algorithm is on average very close to the real optimum. The created model
and the needed simplifications are intuitive and easy to understand. The time
complexity is reduced while the simplicity of the market mechanism has been
maintained and a big part of the behavior is based on everyday experience. The
mechanism can be explained in a way that makes it possible to understand the
principles and the main functionality even for a non computer scientist.
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Ex Nr of rounds First round Last round Increment

1 19 0.9271 0.9963 0.9492

2 18 0.9625 0.9974 0.9305

3 12 0.9436 0.9986 0.9758

4 31 0.9709 0.9968 0.8897

5 24 0.9629 0.9965 0.9055

6 19 0.9163 0.9948 0.9383

7 23 0.9769 0.9964 0.8445

8 25 0.9870 0.9973 0.7941

9 13 0.9805 0.9961 0.7982

10 46 0.9450 0.9964 0.9348

Table 2. Results of 10 different instances with 50 agents and 5 resources. The mean
of the results after the first round is 0.9573, the mean of the found values is 0.9967 and
finally the mean of the increments is 0.8961.

Ex Nr of rounds First round Last round Increment

1 9 0.9939 0.9965 0.4315

2 50 0.9449 0.9991 0.9828

3 43 0.9768 0.9971 0.8751

4 43 0.9716 0.9996 0.9860

5 24 0.9867 0.9985 0.8905

6 35 0.9747 0.9986 0.9455

7 35 0.9822 0.9889 0.3754

8 17 0.9617 0.9983 0.9551

9 41 0.9632 0.9975 0.9317

10 20 0.9812 0.9917 0.5570

Table 3. Results of 10 different instances with 25 agents and 10 resources. The mean
of the results after the first round is 0.9737, the mean of the found values is 0.9966 and
finally the mean of the increments is 0.7931.

Ex Nr of rounds First round Last round Increment

1 16 0.9898 0.9918 0.1934

2 12 0.9674 0.9889 0.6586

3 9 0.9753 0.9786 0.1321

4 15 0.9929 0.9929 0.0000

5 15 0.9915 0.9915 0.0000

6 18 0.9828 0.9866 0.2201

7 15 0.9890 0.9890 0.0000

8 33 0.9786 0.9873 0.4069

9 15 0.9829 0.9829 0.0000

10 22 0.9663 0.9833 0.5049

Table 4. Results of 10 different instances with 10 agents and 10 resources. The mean
of the results after the first round is 0.9816, the mean of the found values is 0.9873 and
finally the mean of the increments is 0.2116.
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One limitation of the mechanism seems to be that it works best when the
number of resources is small in relation to the number of agents. This is not
surprising — since bids are supposed to be matched against each other, fewer
bids and more resources make this process more complicated.

To our knowledge there is currently no other mechanism solving this kind
of problem in polynomial time. Our goal has been to create simple mechanisms
to find an algorithm that could be used in practice, while maintaining the easy-
to-understand structure of the solution process. In this way a very complicated
problem can be solved by a relatively simple method.

We presuppose that the real utility of the agent only is known by the agent
and not by the system. The utility function can be described analytically and
the partial derivatives of the functions are all decreasing. (Of cause, we are only
testing a subclass of these kinds of functions.) The mechanism should be working
for a broader class of functions; a problem that might arise is how the agents
would compute which allocation to bid for at the current prices.

There are a number of ways in which this mechanism could be tested for
generality. First, we need to perform more tests while maintaining the current
constraints. Secondly, more complicated utility functions could be considered.
Another issue that we would like to look further into is to start the bidding
process with the endowment allocation and random prices.
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A Lp-problem: Selecting bids

Parameters
NrAgents : the number of agents
NrBids : the number of bids
NrResources : the number of resources
x (1 .. NrBids, 1 .. NrResources) : the allocations of the bids
agent (1 .. NrBids) : agent(k) = i iff agent i put in bid k
BidVal (1 .. NrBids) : the values of the bids
prices (1 .. NrResources) : the current prices for each resource
AlphaUpperBound (1 .. NrBids) : the upper bounds for the alpha-
values, usually set to 1.

Variables
alpha (1 .. NrBids) : the implemented part of the bid

Maximize
NrBids∑
k=1

alpha(k)
(
BidVal(k)−

NrGoods∑
j=1

prices(j)x(k, j)
)

subject to

NrBids∑
k=1

alpha(k)x(k, j) = 0, ∀j, 1 ≤ j ≤ NrResources

0 ≤ alpha(k) ≤ AlphaUpperBound(k), ∀k, 1 ≤ k ≤ NrBids

NrBids∑
k=1

agent(k)=i

alpha(k) ≤ 1, ∀i, 1 ≤ i ≤ NrAgents

B Lp-problem: Creating prices

Parameters
NrBids : the number of bids
NrResources : the number of resources
x (1 .. NrBids, 1 .. NrResources) : the allocations of the bids
BidVal (1 .. NrBids) : the values of the bids
prices (1 .. NrResources) : the current prices for each resource
up (1 .. NrResources) : the upper constraints on the prices
down (1 .. NrResources) : the lower constraints on the prices

Variables
ub (1 .. NrResources) : the upper bound on the prices that fulfills the
requirements
lb (1 .. NrResources) : the lower bound on the prices that fulfills the
requirement
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Maximize
NrResources∑

j=1

(
ub(j)− lb(j)

)
subject to

NrResources∑
j=1

x(k, j)ub(j) ≤ BidVal(k), ∀k, 1 ≤ k ≤ NrBids

NrResources∑
j=1

x(k, j)lb(j) ≤ BidVal(k), ∀k, 1 ≤ k ≤ NrBids

down(j) ∗ prices(j) ≤ ub(j) ≤ up(j) ∗ prices(j), ∀j, 1 ≤ j ≤ NrResources

down(j) ∗ prices(j) ≤ lb(j) ≤ up(j) ∗ prices(j), ∀j, 1 ≤ j ≤ NrResources

lb(j) ≤ ub(j), ∀j, 1 ≤ j ≤ NrResources

C Creating price intervals

When creating the price intervals that are sent as input to the lp-solver we
consider the total demand of the bids of the current round (a negative demand
corresponds to an excess in supply). The lowest new value allowed is down times
the current price and the highest new price is up times the current value. We
are using the following heuristic:

Total demand down up
> 500 1.2 1.4
100 – 500 1.1 1.3
50 – 100 1.0 1.2
0 – 50 0.95 1.15
−50 – 0 0.85 1.05
−100 – −50 0.8 1.0
−500 – −100 0.7 0.9
< −500 0.6 0.8
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